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Abstract
Endoscopic cryotherapy is a technique utilized for the ablation of target tissue 
within the gastrointestinal tract. A cryotherapy system utilizes the endoscopic 
application of cryogen such as liquid nitrogen, carbon dioxide or liquid nitrous 
oxide. This leads to disruption of cell membranes, apoptosis, and thrombosis of 
local blood vessels within the target tissue. Several trials utilizing cryotherapy for 
Barrett’s esophagus (BE) with variable dysplasia, gastric antral vascular ectasia 
(GAVE), esophageal carcinoma, radiation proctitis, and metastatic esophageal 
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carcinomas have shown safety and efficacy. More recently, liquid nitrogen 
cryotherapy (cryodilation) was shown to be safe and effective for the treatment of 
a benign esophageal stricture which was refractory to dilations, steroid injections, 
and stenting. Moreover, liquid nitrogen cryotherapy is associated with less post 
procedure pain as compared to radiofrequency ablation in BE with comparable 
ablation rates. In patients with GAVE, cryotherapy was found to be less tedious as 
compared to argon plasma coagulation. Adverse events from cryotherapy most 
commonly include chest pain, esophageal strictures, and bleeding. Gastric perfor-
ations did occur as well, but less often. In summary, endoscopic cryotherapy is a 
promising and growing field, which was first demonstrated in BE, but the use 
now spans for several other disease processes. Larger randomized controlled 
trials are needed before its role can be established for these different diseases.

Key Words: Cryotherapy; Gastric antral vascular ectasia; Barrett’s esophagus; Esophageal 
cancer; Palliative therapy

©The Author(s) 2022. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: Cryotherapy involves freeze-thaw cycles of tissue to eradicate problematic 
lesions such as Barrett’s esophagus with variable dysplasia, gastric antral vascular 
ectasia, radiation proctitis, esophageal carcinomas and metastatic esophageal 
carcinomas. Two of the most used cryotherapy systems involve liquid nitrogen and 
carbon dioxide. Cryoballoon focal ablation system is another system, but not widely 
available. Cryotherapy systems have shown efficacy for these conditions even in 
patients who were refractory to the current standards of care.

Citation: Dhaliwal A, Saghir SM, Mashiana HS, Braseth A, Dhindsa BS, Ramai D, Taunk P, 
Gomez-Esquivel R, Dam A, Klapman J, Adler DG. Endoscopic cryotherapy: Indications, 
techniques, and outcomes involving the gastrointestinal tract. World J Gastrointest Endosc 
2022; 14(1): 17-28
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5190/full/v14/i1/17.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.4253/wjge.v14.i1.17

INTRODUCTION
Endoscopic cryotherapy is a technique utilized for the ablation of target tissue within 
the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. A cryotherapy system utilizes the endoscopic app-
lication of cryogen such as liquid nitrogen or liquid nitrous oxide to the target tissue 
leading to disruption of cell membranes, apoptosis, and thrombosis of local blood 
vessels. Endoscopic cryotherapy first showed success in the treatment of Barrett’s 
esophagus (BE), but over time has been used for both treatment and symptomatic 
relief of many disease processes throughout the GI tract. This review will discuss the 
current and future roles of cryotherapy in GI endoscopy.

MECHANISM OF ACTION
Cryotherapy achieves tissue destruction via two mechanisms, which include both 
immediate and delayed effects, while simultaneously preserving the cryo-resistant 
structures. The initial effect of cryotherapy is the formation of ice crystals by freezing 
the intracellular and extracellular water in the tissues. The ice crystals lead to the 
disruption of the cell membranes and protein denaturation. This creates an osmotic 
gradient, which draws water from the intracellular compartment leading to the cell 
dehydration and destruction[1-3]. The degree of cell death is similar to other 
modalities which are heat based like radiofrequency ablation (RFA) or argon plasma 
coagulation (APC) but this method preserves the architecture of the underlying tissue 
and the extracellular matrix which reduces scarring[1]. Cellular death of peripheral 
tissues that does not occur from direct injury by cryoablation may eventually die via 
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apoptosis, caused by activation of cytochrome C due to the mitochondrial injury[4,5].
The thawing process follows the initial freezing mechanism[6]. During this phase, 

there is fusion of intracellular ice crystals, with the maximum effect occurring at -20-
degrees-C to –50-degrees-C, which further damages the cell membranes. In addition, 
there is an indirect injury to the vascular endothelium via the fusion of ice crystals 
resulting in tissue necrosis and ischemia, due to the platelet aggregation, thrombus 
formation and regional hyperemia[7-9]. The risk of perforation in cryotherapy is 
decreased as collagen and elastin fibers are cryo-resistant as compared to the epithelial 
cells[10,11].

TYPES OF ENDOSCOPIC CRYOTHERAPY METHODS
Currently, the two types of endoscopic cryotherapy methods which are commercially 
available include liquid nitrogen cryotherapy and carbon dioxide (CO2) cryotherapy.

Liquid nitrogen cryotherapy
In this technique, a contact-free low-pressure spray of liquid nitrogen is delivered 
through a 7F catheter and reaches a temperature of -196-degrees-C, which freezes the 
GI mucosa (Figure 1). During this process, the catheter and the endoscope experience a 
rapid drop in temperature and become less compliant, which makes it difficult to 
operate the endoscope and/or move the catheter in the biopsy channel[2,12]. As 
nitrogen gas expands at room temperature, it leads to rapid cooling due to the Joule-
Thompson effect (rapid expansion of a gas leading to a change in temperature of a 
gas). To warm the cryoprobe, the depressurized gas can be vented out and a heating 
circuit within in the catheter is necessary to maintain pliability of the device[2,13].

Prior to liquid nitrogen cryotherapy, a 20 F dual-channel decompression oral-gastric 
tube is placed to allow for both active and passive gas venting to reduce the risk of GI 
perforation[14]. This is utilized because after the liquid nitrogen spray freezes the 
tissue, the warmth transforms it into nitrogen gas, which expands at a rate of 6-8 L in a 
20 s liquid nitrogen spray[15]. During the procedure, the abdomen is frequently 
examined by palpation, usually by an assistant, to ensure adequate decompression 
and to alert staff if distention is recognized[16].

CO2-based cryotherapy
In this technique, a compressed CO2 gas spray is applied through a catheter with a 
0.005-inch diameter tip opening. The CO2 gas reaches a temperature of -78-degrees-C 
and is delivered at a rate of 6-8 L/min at a pressure of 450-750 psi[14]. A suction cap is 
placed on the distal end of the endoscope which is connected to the CO2 evacuation 
system, and this allows venting of the CO2 gas build up to avoid distention[14,17]. The 
CO2 gas is vented simultaneously as cryotherapy is being delivered. Unlike liquid 
nitrogen cryotherapy, a heating circuit is not necessary since the endoscope and the 
catheter delivering the CO2 gas are not at risk of freezing[12].

Differences between liquid nitrogen cryotherapy and CO2 based cryotherapy: 
Several differences exist between liquid nitrogen cryotherapy and CO2 cryotherapy 
systems aside from the type of gases and temperatures utilized. Both systems can 
cause abdominal distension as the cryogen changes to a gaseous state, however, this is 
less problematic with the CO2-based system because of a low-profile catheter which 
evacuates the excess CO2. Both systems have issues with fogging of the endoscope 
lens, which compromises visualization. The CO2 based system is comparatively 
cheaper and can be stored at room temperature as compared to the liquid nitrogen 
system, which requires storage in expensive containers to maintain a temperature 
between 195.8-210-degrees-C[12,18].

Duration and dosage of cryotherapy: Cryotherapy involves two stepwise processes: 
Freezing and thawing, often performed in cycles. The amount of tissue injury caused 
by cryotherapy depends on the rate and duration of cooling, the number of freeze-
thaw cycles, and the distance from the target tissue to the origin of the spray. A critical 
limitation of cryotherapy is that dosimetry data for this technology is lacking, and is, 
for all intents and purposes, largely unknown. Initial dosing regimens on BE patients 
consisted of 3 cycles of 20 s each, which was changed to 4 cycles of 10 s each after over 
distention in a Marfans syndrome patient led to a gastric perforation. The clinical 
experience suggests that freeze times of 10-15 s may be efficacious for short term in 
ablation of BE[19].
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Figure 1 Liquid nitrogen cryotherapy for Barrett’s esophagus. A: Long segment Barrett’s esophagus pre-cryotherapy intervention under narrow band 
imaging; B: Application of liquid nitrogen cryotherapy in Barrett’s esophagus; C: Crystallization post cryotherapy in Barrett’s esophagus; D: Post cryotherapy changes 
seen in Barrett’s esophagus.

In a study performed in a porcine animal model, the CO2 system demonstrated a 
dose-dependent effect on tissue damage based on seconds of CO2 spray. A 15 s spray 
caused minimal necrosis, a 30 s spray caused damage to the submucosa and a 120 s 
spray caused damage to the muscularis propria[20]. In another porcine study, liquid 
nitrogen was sprayed for 10-60 s and did not appear to show a dose-dependent effect 
on tissue[21]. This emphasizes how poorly the technology is understood.

Despite our poor understanding of dosimetry, the varying doses of cryotherapy 
used to date have shown efficacy with an acceptable safety profile in clinical settings. 
It is believed that longer freeze times maybe needed for the palliative treatment of 
esophageal cancer. There is limited data describing the clinical outcomes to compare 
the various freeze durations and number of freeze-thaw cycles[19].

UTILITY OF CRYOTHERAPY IN VARIOUS GI ETIOLOGIES
BE
BE, first described in 1950 by Dr. Norman Barrett, a British thoracic surgeon, refers to 
replacement of normal squamous epithelium of the esophagus by columnar epi-
thelium, at least 1 cm above the gastro-esophageal junction, and is a precursor lesion 
of esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC)[22]. Although the incidence of BE is increasing 
in the western world, the risk of EAC in patients with BE is now estimated to be at 
least 10 fold higher when compared to the general population[23].

BE is traditionally classified based on endoscopic length of salmon colored mucosa, 
as long segment BE (LSBE > 3 cm) or short segment BE (SSBE < 3 cm). However, the 
diagnosis of BE needs histological correlation in addition to endoscopic appearance, 
which takes into account replacement of esophageal squamous epithelium by 
columnar epithelium along with presence of goblet cells, a marker of intestinal me-
taplasia (IM)[22].

Endoscopic ablative techniques remain the treatment of choice for BE patients with 
dysplasia and/or early esophageal cancer without lymphatic spread[24]. The available 
endoscopic ablative techniques include RFA, photodynamic therapy and cryotherapy. 
RFA combined with endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) has become the standard 
treatment for BE because of its demonstrated efficacy, cost effectiveness, and better 
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side effect profile[25]. For limited surface areas, APC and bipolar probes are a less 
expensive alternative compared to cryotherapy. However, these procedures may have 
higher BE recurrence rates[13,26,27].

Liquid nitrogen cryotherapy in BE: A pilot study of liquid nitrogen cryotherapy 
published in 2005 reporting on only 11 patients with BE and variable dysplasia 
achieved complete endoscopic and histologic eradication in 82% of patients[28]. A 
subsequent multi-center study of 77 patients utilizing liquid nitrogen cryotherapy 
therapy for BE high grade dysplasia (HGD), BE dysplasia, and BE IM achieved 
complete eradication at rates of 94%, 88% and 53%, respectively. Additionally, 
complete remission of intramucosal cancer and carcinoma was seen in all 7 patients. 
The most common adverse event (AE) was chest pain at 17.6%. Three patients 
developed a stricture which was successfully managed endoscopically with dilation. 
Gastric distention from liquid nitrogen therapy led to a perforation in a patient with 
Marfan’s syndrome[29].

A recent study by Ramay et al[30] looked at the efficacy of liquid nitrogen 
cryotherapy on BE-HGD and intramucosal adenocarcinoma (IMC). This study 
included 50 patients who were analyzed over 3 years and 40 patients who were 
analyzed over 5 years. The initial rates of complete remission of HGD, dysplasia, and 
IM were 98%, 90%, and 60% and were found to be comparable at 3 and 5 years. 
Incidence rates of recurrent IM, dysplasia, and HGD/EAC on follow-up after initial 
complete eradication of IM were 12.2%, 4.0%, and 1.4% per person-year for the 5-year 
cohort.

Cryotherapy ablation compared against RFA for BE: A recently published non-
inferiority trial comparing RFA with liquid nitrogen cryotherapy in 31 patients with 
HGD and early adenocarcinoma found similar results between the two groups. 
Complete remission of BE in patients undergoing RFA vs liquid nitrogen was 21% vs 
12%, respectively. Pain scores were significantly lower in the liquid nitrogen 
cryotherapy group as compared to the RFA group. There was no major procedure 
related AEs. These results are preliminary as we are awaiting results of the complete 
trial[31]. Similar findings were demonstrated in a different study regarding lower post 
procedure pain scores in those undergoing liquid nitrogen cryotherapy as compared to 
RFA[32].

A retrospective study with 154 patients were treated for Barrett’s dysplasia, IM or 
HGD with either RFA or liquid nitrogen cryotherapy. Complete remission of HGD 
was comparable between both groups at 88%. Complete remission of IM was more 
successful in RFA vs cryotherapy (67% vs 41%) and statistically significant. Complete 
remission of dysplasia was also comparable between RFA vs cryotherapy (88% vs 79%)
[33]. Similar results were also seen in a recent retrospective study by Fasullo et al[34] 
which included 100 patients in the RFA group and 62 patients in the liquid nitrogen 
cryotherapy group.

Cryotherapy has several potential advantages over RFA, which include fewer 
complications (pain, stricture), cost effectiveness and a no contact technique. 
Disadvantages of cryotherapy include the following: abdominal distention due to gas, 
difficulty in visualization during the endoscopic procedure due to freezing of tissue 
and barotrauma, poor dosimetry, and limited outcome data compared to RFA.

CO2 cryotherapy in BE: Data to establish the durability of CO2 cryotherapy as a 
treatment for BE is limited. In a single center study of 64 patients with BE reported 
complete remission of IMC, HGD and IM in 77%, 94% and 55% of patients, res-
pectively[35]. This was the largest study demonstrating the safety and long-term 
efficacy results of CO2 cryotherapy and the results were comparable to that seen with 
liquid nitrogen cryotherapy[35].

According to a small single center prospective case series of 10 patients, a negative 
experience led to an early termination of a study due to an insufficient effect of CO2 
cryoablation in BE and early neoplasia. Most patients underwent EMR prior to 
cryotherapy. Complete remission of IM and dysplasia in 9 patients was reported to be 
11% and 44% at the 6 mo follow up, respectively. Two noteworthy AEs included 
gastric perforation and esophageal laceration[36].

Cryoballoon focal ablation system using nitrous oxide for BE: A cryoballoon-based 
system is the most recent developed endoscopic cryotherapy system and ablates 
mucosa via direct contact of an inflated balloon tip catheter filled with nitrous oxide
[14,37]. The balloon reaches temperatures close to -80-degrees-C[38]. The device has 
been slow to achieve widespread commercial release.
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In a study published the same year by Sawas et al[39], 42 patients underwent 
cryoballoon focal ablation system (CbFAS) of which 37 had unsuccessful prior BE 
treatments indicating a more challenging cohort. Complete remission of dysplasia and 
IM were achieved in 54.8% and 9.5% of patients over a mean follow up period of 7.5 ± 
5.7 mo.

A multicenter non-randomized comparative study of 46 patients utilizing CbFAS vs 
RFA showed comparable outcomes (88% vs 90%) for SSBE regression. There were 20 
patients in the CbFAS group and 26 in the RFA group. Peak pain and duration of pain 
was reported to be significantly lower in the CbFAS group[40].

Canto et al[41] recently published a large multicenter trial on 120 patients of which 
45% had previously received EMR for BE. The rates of complete remission of dysplasia 
and IM rates in 94 patients who have completed 12 mo of follow up are 97% and 91%, 
respectively. Fifteen patients developed strictures, which were treated with dilation. 
Three other patients developed serious AEs: 1 perforation after stricture dilation, 1 
deep laceration after dilation, and 1 upper GI bleed. So far BE has not been seen on 
follow up biopsies post CbFAS. This is the largest trial to date representing the efficacy 
of CbFAS for BE.

Outcomes regarding this technique are variable and require confirmation by further 
studies. There are a few clinical trials being conducted for CbFAS effect on BE and we 
await their results.

CbFAS compared to liquid nitrogen cryotherapy for BE: Recently, a retrospective 
study compared cryoballoon therapy to liquid nitrogen cryospray. Forty-six patients 
were treated with CbFAS and 25 were treated with liquid nitrogen cryospray. They 
reported the complete eradication rates of dysplasia and IM to be comparable at 95.6% 
vs 96% and 84.75% vs 80% in the cryoballoon group vs liquid nitrogen cryospray 
group, respectively. Strictures were reported in 4 of the cryoballoon patients and 3 of 
the cryospray patients, which were treated with dilation. The authors reported 
cryoballoon to be more convenient since it uses cartridges prefilled with nitrous oxide 
as compared to handling a large nitrogen tank. In instances where patients had a large 
hiatal hernia, needed to be treated in a retroflexed position, or required a large surface 
area to be targeted, liquid nitrogen cryospray was used instead[37].

Gastric antral vascular ectasia
Gastric antral vascular ectasia (GAVE), also known as ‘watermelon stomach’, is an 
uncommon cause of GI bleeding but can often cause clinically significant chronic and 
severe bleeding. The prevalence of GAVE is estimated to be 0.3% in a large endoscopic 
series and 4% in highly selected cohorts for obscure GI bleeding. It is often misdia-
gnosed as antral gastritis and can be difficult to differentiate from portal hypertensive 
gastropathy[42,43]. Majority of patients with GAVE become transfusion dependent 
despite iron supplementation[43,44]. The best approach for the treatment has not yet 
been identified but the standard treatment in most countries is endoscopy based. APC 
has been a preferred treatment, however, can be very labor intensive due to the large 
surface area covered and multiple sessions required. Moreover, patients can develop 
recurrence overtime and may become transfusion dependent[45]. Cryotherapy is 
another intervention that has been utilized for GAVE, but the data is limited.

The etiology of GAVE is poorly understood however the histopathology demo-
nstrates specific abnormalities involving mucosa and lamina propria[44]. It is 
commonly associated in patients with cirrhosis, renal disease, cardiac disease and 
autoimmune disease such as scleroderma[46]. There are 4 alterations seen: Vascular 
ectasia of mucosal capillaries, focal thrombosis, spindle cell proliferation and 
fibrohyalinosis consisting of homogenous substance around the ectatic capillaries of 
lamina propria[42]. By utilizing cryotherapy, superficial necrosis of the mucosa and 
submucosa occur followed by re-epithelialization[12].

CO2 based cryotherapy for GAVE: In a single center pilot study by Cho et al[47], 12 
patients with GAVE received 36 CO2 based cryotherapy treatments with complete 
response in 50% and partial response in 50%. Eight patients in this cohort had prior 
unsuccessful APC treatments of which 6 had complete response after CO2 based 
cryotherapy. There were no immediate cryotherapy related complications. Some late 
complications seen on follow up endoscopy included bleeding from a disrupted 
Schatzki’s ring and minor scarring/ulceration in the gastric antrum.

CbFAS with nitrous oxide for GAVE: In a pilot study of 7 patients, complete era-
dication was seen in 71% after undergoing CbFAS with nitrous oxide. All patients had 
undergone laser, thermal and APC intervention previously without success. No major 
AE occurred related to cryotherapy[48]. In another study of 23 patients utilizing 
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CbFAS, 83% of patients were transfusion independent and 87% had more than 75% 
eradication of their GAVE at 6 mo[46]. Similar result was reported in a case report 
using CbFAS in a patient with GAVE who had failed previous treatment with APC
[49].

Cryotherapy for GAVE has seemingly promising results but has limited data and 
requires further investigation with larger trials. One major advantage of cryotherapy 
in comparison to APC is that it can treat larger surface areas in a shorter amount of 
time.

Radiation proctitis
One of the most frequent complications after radiation therapy for pelvic malignancies 
is radiation proctitis[50,51]. The consensus has been that the incidence is related to the 
dose of radiation, exposure area, delivery method and the use of cytoprotective agents. 
The dose for most treatments is 45-50 Gy and up to 90 Gy. Complications are less for 
doses from 45-70 Gy, but doses above 70 Gy cause significant long-standing damage. 
Depending on the type of radiation therapy used, the incidence for proctitis varies 
from 1% to as high as 39%[50].

Radiation proctitis can be acute or chronic. Acute proctitis is an inflammatory 
process occurring within 3 mo of the initial therapy and is usually self-limiting after 
the radiation treatment has stopped. The treatment of acute proctitis is generally 
supportive with hydration, anti-diarrheal, steroids or 5-aminosalicylic acid enemas. 
Chronic proctitis on the other hand, can start during the acute phase of radiation but 
symptoms do not become obvious until the treatment is stopped around a median of 
8-12 mo[52,53]. The treatment for chronic proctitis involves non-invasive methods 
such as anti-inflammatory agents, sucralfate, short-chain fatty acids, hyperbaric 
oxygen, antioxidants, or more invasive methods such as ablation and surgery. Invasive 
methods are reserved for refractory symptoms that have failed medical management. 
The ablation methods involve formalin, endoscopic coagulation with APC, yttrium-
aluminum-garnet laser or potassium titanyl phosphate laser, cryotherapy, bipolar 
electrocoagulation, and hyperbaric oxygen[50,51,54,55]. Surgery carries the risk of 
morbidity and mortality[56]. APC has shown to be an effective and safe treatment for 
chronic proctitis with success rates of 80%-95% for bleeding cessation, but controlled 
trials are lacking[51,57,58]. Complications from these therapies may result in deep 
tissue injuries like ulcerations, perforation and fistulas, whereas cryotherapy has the 
potential to avoid these problems since the ablation of the mucosa is superficial[57].

CbFAS with nitrous oxide for radiation proctitis: In a small pilot study of 7 patients 
who underwent nitrous oxide cryotherapy, 100% resolution of lower GI bleeding was 
observed with no major AE. All patients had previous unsuccessful treatment with 
APC[48].

Liquid nitrogen cryotherapy for radiation proctitis: In a small prospective study of 10 
patients who underwent liquid nitrogen cryoablation, the rectal telangiectasia density 
improved in 70% and the symptom severity scores improved in 80%. Cecal perforation 
due to gaseous overdistention occurred in 1 patient and was managed surgically. 
Rectal ulceration occurred in another patient, which improved from conservative 
management[57]. Similar results were seen in another small prospective study of 10 
patients. There were no major complications[55].

Differences between APC and cryotherapy for radiation proctitis: Best results with 
APC have been achieved in mild to moderate radiation proctitis but its role has been 
limited for severe disease. Cryotherapy on the other hand has shown efficacy in 
patients with refractory chronic radiation proctitis[59]. Utilization of APC as compared 
to cryotherapy can be very time consuming, require bowel preparation to reduce the 
risk of perforation and may require multiple sessions. Cryotherapy can also be carried 
out with little or no sedation[55]. Larger studies need to be conducted to validate these 
findings and to determine the role of cryotherapy in acute and chronic radiation 
proctitis.

Squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma of esophagus
Treatment of symptoms: Dysphagia can be a debilitating symptom in patients with 
inoperable esophageal carcinoma. Further, it can lead to malnutrition and significant 
decrease in overall quality of life. Currently the two most common palliative tre-
atments included radiation therapy or esophageal stent placement[60]. These methods 
may have advantages, but their disadvantages can impair quality of life as well.
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In a case series of 49 patients with inoperable malignant dysphagia, 120 liquid 
nitrogen cryotherapy sessions were conducted, and overall dysphagia scores had 
improved. Minor AEs were seen in 5% with one patient developing a dilation-related 
perforation[60]. Cryotherapy may be an alternative treatment option for improving 
dysphagia with minimal side effects in esophageal carcinoma, however larger studies 
are needed.

Treatment of EAC and squamous cell cancer: Globally, squamous cell carcinoma of 
the esophagus comprises 80% of all esophageal carcinomas. These patients have a poor 
prognosis, however, if diagnosed at the stage of squamous cell neoplasia, then curative 
endoscopic therapy can be performed. Currently, there is limited data assessing its 
overall effectiveness.

Cryoballoon focal ablation with liquid nitrous oxide for esophageal cancer: In a 
prospective trial from China of 80 patients, CbFAS was utilized in patients with one 
flat intraepithelial neoplasm that was less than 6 cm. Complete eradication occurred in 
90% after a single treatment. At the one-year mark, 97% had complete eradication and 
one had a persistent moderate grade intraepithelial neoplasia. Self-limiting lacerations 
of the mucosa occurred in 3 patients and no strictures developed[61]. Cryotherapy 
with CbFAS seems promising, but further studies are needed.

Liquid nitrogen cryotherapy for esophageal cancer: Cash et al[62] had described a 73-
year-old male with stage 3 squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus who was not a 
candidate for radiation therapy or surgery, and he achieved complete remission for 24 
mo after treatment with liquid nitrogen cryotherapy. The patient did develop a signi-
ficant stricture, which required several dilations, steroid injections, and temporary 
stenting.

Tsai et al[63] conducted a prospective study utilizing liquid nitrogen cryotherapy in 
patients with EAC. Eighty-eight patients were analyzed with stages T1a-T2. Complete 
eradication rates in patients with T1a and T2 were 76.3% and 6.7%, respectively. The 
most common side effect was stricture and developed in 13.6% of patients. Cryo-
therapy may be of benefit for treatment in early disease.

Another study done by Ramay et al[64] utilized liquid nitrogen cryotherapy for 
palliation in patients with both invasive adenocarcinoma and squamous esophageal 
carcinoma. At fifty months, 50% (26) of patients remained alive after treatments. There 
were few AEs including hematemesis in one patient and stricture formation in 3 with 2 
requiring dilations. Overall this method may be a viable treatment palliative treatment 
option, however larger scale studies are needed.

Survival benefits in metastatic disease: Beyond treatment, another study assessed the 
impact on overall survival in patients with metastatic esophageal carcinoma. This 
study retrospectively studied 83 patients with stage IV metastatic esophageal cancer. 
Thirty-nine patients received chemotherapy alone and 44 patients received 
chemotherapy and palliative liquid nitrogen cryotherapy. All patients that underwent 
treatment with cryotherapy had malignant dysphagia. The median overall survival 
was 19.2 in cryotherapy with chemotherapy and 9.5 mo in with chemotherapy alone. 
This study demonstrated that cryotherapy might have survival benefits for patients 
with metastatic esophageal cancer. While the etiology for this is unknown, the authors 
of the study postulated that cryotherapy can improve dysphagia and thus nutritional 
status[65].

The role for cryotherapy in palliative treatment of esophageal carcinoma and 
symptomatic improvement is promising however larger scale studies are needed.

Other uses for cryotherapy
Liquid nitrogen cryotherapy followed by dilation (cryodilation) has been utilized in 
benign tracheal strictures and stenoses by pulmonologists and thoracic surgeons with 
improved airway narrowing. Recently a case report described its use in a patient with 
a benign refractory esophageal stricture who had previously undergone an eso-
phagectomy for an EAC. The patient underwent 7 procedures with liquid nitrogen 
cryotherapy followed by dilation. Each procedure incorporated 20 s of cryotherapy 
and 60 s of thaw time for a total of 3 freeze-thaw cycles followed by stricture dilation 
to 18 mm. The patient’s dysphagia had improved, and weight loss was no longer an 
issue. This procedure was useful in a patient with refractory esophageal stricture, 
however its role has yet to be established and further randomized controlled trials are 
needed to evaluate its safety and efficacy in a larger population[66].
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CONCLUSION
Endoscopic cryotherapy is a promising and growing field. First demonstrated in BE, 
the use now spans from cancer treatment to symptomatic improvement in GAVE. 
Most studies done have been on small populations. Large scale randomized control 
studies are needed to determine the overall effectiveness and utility of endoscopic 
cryotherapy in treatment of various GI disorders. The ease of use and the ability for 
relatively safe and noninvasive procedures makes it a very promising modality for the 
future.
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